Project Title :
Design and Implementation of a digitally controlled
RF power meter for wireless coverage measurements
OBJECTIVES
Measure the mobile network signal power by

designing and implementing a digitally controlled
RF power meter for wireless coverage
measurements that receives the cellular signal

MODELING

TEAM MEMBERS

Building the model consisted of three stages
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Design and implement of two types of printed
antennas

Design and implementation of circuit that will

process the signal to be fed to the power detector
that will convert the detected power of the signal
to voltage
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Program the microcontroller to calculate the

output voltage from the power detector of the
signal and display it as number on LCD screen

DESIGN

 Design and implement printed antenna

 System Level

 Microcontroller display

MEASURMENST & RESULTS

DISCUSSION AND
CONCLUSIONS

We used two types of printed antenna with different frequencies
connected to the system level circuit to pass a low voltage level to
LCD display in microcontroller

The antennas were designed to receive the frequencies of 900MHZ
as well as 1800MHz



The antennas was tested and the result
was satisfying also it was able to receive
wireless signal

The point of the system level is to process and filter the input
signal from the antenna to be match the appropriate range for the
power detector

 From simulation we can see the

behavior of the current distribution and
radiation pattern of the antenna.



Substrate in ADS

Radiation Pattern

spectrum analyzer we could predict the
input signal power to the system level.

 From losses calculation we concluded

 Resonant of 1800MHz patch antenna

that it is needed three cascaded low noise
amplifier to get the power level to the
needed one.

Microcontroller board Dragon 12-plus was programmed by C
language, ADC (analog to digital convertor), DIP (Dual in-line
package) and pushbutton switches, and LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)
are the main parts used from the board

 For more accuracy and high resolution

Table Power Vs Voltage relation is used from the power detector
ZX47-40LN+ data sheet to implement the programming code
Output Voltage vs. Input Power @+25°C

 scheme of displaying the

 From testing the antenna by the
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Testing and measure made up signal generated from DC power supply

Example : Power at voltage leveled in the data table 61 red
from the DC supply is 1.2344 dBm

in reading measurements in the
microcontroller we need to minimize the
reading error by increasing the data bit
output of the ADC (analog to digital
convertor) from 8-bits data transfer to 10bits data transfer.

